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1. Introduction 
 

Human face provides an essential, spontaneous channel for the 

communication of mental states. In addition to functioning as a 

conversation enhancer, facial expressions directly communicate 

feelings, cognitive mental states, and attitude toward other people. 

Automatic emotional state detection from facial expression videos is 

to identify and understand the emotional state of a person as shown in 

Fig. 1. It has become an emerging multi-discipline research area that 

involves computer vision, machine learning, psychology, human 

computer interface and robotics. Much effort has been dedicated by 

psychologists to modeling the mapping between facial expressions 

and emotional states [1]. As smart interactive technology is becoming 

ubiquitous in our society, and the research community has been 

addressing the same modeling challenge from a computational 

perspective called affective computing [2]. 

Most of the initial work aimed at modeling the mapping between 

static facial expressions and emotion states [3]. The emotional state 

can be a discrete set of categories such as the six basic emotions (i.e. 

happiness, sadness, disgust, anger, surprise and fear) [4]. A typical 

approach is to model a facial expression as a set of local features. 

Some of the works that fall within this category have been inspired by 

Ekman's Facial Expression Coding System (FACS) [1] that codes a 

facial expression according to patterns of facial muscle activations. 

This type of approaches is highly dependent on the detection of these 

local features and usually time-consuming [5]. To overcome the 

burden and the limitation of these approaches, other methods have 

been proposed that provide template-models describing the face as a 

whole. One typical method using this approach is the Active 

Appearance Models (AAM) [6] that allows for the decoupling of the 

shape of the face from its appearance. It has been used for emotion 

recognition from still images and achieved good results [7]. 

 

Fig. 1 Can a smart machine recognizes the emotions from these facial 

expression videos automatically? 

 

Apart from still face images, facial image sequences are also used 

for facial expression analysis. Not only the nature of the deformation 

of facial features, but also the relative timing of facial actions as well 

as their temporal evolution reveal the emotional states. It is clearly 

that an automated facial expression recognition system can recognize 

the facial actions, yet modeling their temporal behavior so that 

various stages of the development of a human emotion can be 

visually analyzed and dynamically interpreted by the machine. More 

importantly, it is often the temporal change that provides critical 

information about what we try to infer and understand in human 

emotions that possibly link to the facial expressions [8]. Pantic and 
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Rothkrantz [3] provide an in depth review of studies covering facial 

point model-ling, feature extraction and facial expression 

classification approaches. 

Whereas most of these studies have focused on acted data set, 

there is an increasing need to work on more naturalist expressions in 

order to improve the performance of such a technology in a naturalist 

setting [9]. Zeng et. al. [10] review the state of the art on multimodal 

automatic recognition of emotion by combining facial expressions 

with other modalities such as voice and head pose. Furthermore, there 

is a need to create algorithms that take into account the temporal 

information of a facial expression and other part of the body. In recent 

year, there have been some attempts in this direction that produced 

interesting performances (e.g. [5, 11-13]). 

Emotional state can also be represented in affective dimension 

space where emotional state recognition is regarded a regression 

problem to predict values of emotional dimensions. Gunes et. al. [14] 

provides a good review on the recent progress in this area. Further-

more, other emotional states can also be predicted using emotional 

state prediction such as pain level [15] and depression [16]. However, 

due to the complexity of the current methods, few systems have been 

widely used in real-world applications. 

In this paper, we attempt to address this problem by extracting 

dynamic description of the spatial and dynamical motion of the facial 

expression and of the upper part of the body (i.e., head pose and 

shoulder in videos. We also propose an efficient automatic emotion 

detection system to predict the emotional state of the person. The 

system was evaluated on the public GEMEP_FERA dataset [17] and 

AVEC2013 dataset [18]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as the following. In section 2, 

the overview of the proposed automatic emotion detection system is 

described. Then the detailed information on the dynamic feature ex-

traction and prediction is given in section 3 and 4 respectively. The 

system is evaluated in section 5 on two datasets and the paper is 

concluded in section 6. 

 

 

2. Automatic emotion state detection system architecture 
 

Automatic emotion detection system is to capture the emotional 

state of the user from their facial expression videos by the computer 

or machine. The overall automatic emotion detection system is shown 

in Fig. 2. It is machine learning based system that means the system 

firstly learns from the examples and then works itself. The learning 

process is called training. The facial expression video clips are input 

to the system. Then feature extraction stage extracts the facial 

expression dynamics from the data and makes the feature vectors. 

These features are fed to prediction part together with the emotion 

information of the video clips. The prediction part makes the mapping 

between the feature vector and the emotional information. In the 

testing phase, the mapping is used by the feature of new input facial 

expression video and the emotion information of the video is 

predicted. 

3. Feature extractions 
 

It is obvious that it is much easy to judge a person’s emotion from 

the facial expression motions instead of the still images. So the key 

problem is how to capture these motions from the facial expression 

videos. In the following, facial dynamics are captured firstly and 

further analyzed. 

 

3. 1 Facial expression movement capturing 
 

Fig. 2 The overall system for automatic emotion detection from facial 

expression videos. It mainly includes facial dynamic extraction 

and expression recognition parts. 

 

There are many methods for motion detection in computer vision. 

Motion History Histogram (MHH) is a descriptive temporal template 

motion representation for visual motion recognition. It was originally 

proposed and applied in human action recognition [19]. It is described 

in Fig. 3 and the detailed information refers to [20] and [21]. It 

records the grey scale value changes for each pixel in the video. In 

comparison with other well-known motion features, such as Motion 

History Image (MHI) [22], it contains more dynamic information of 

the pixels and achieves better performance in human action 

recognition [20]. MHH not only provides rich motion information, 

but also remains computationally inexpensive [21]. 

 

Fig. 3 The process of MHH computing. For each pixel, the change 

over the frames was coded by ‘1’ if the difference between 

two consecutive frames is bigger than threshold, otherwise 

‘0’. The counts of each pattern Pi (i=1,…,M) over all the 

frames on all the pixels generate M MHH images. 

 

Fig. 4 shows the facial expression dynamics of five emotions 

(Anger, Fear, Joy, Relief, Sadness) in M=5 MHH images, which 

describe expression related cues in 5 levels. It is clear that different 

emotion has different facial expression dynamics. These motion 

features comprehensively capture the facial movements. For “Joy”, 
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there are more motions on the face, so the values are high (i.e. bright 

in the Fig. 3.) while “Sadness” and “Fear”, there is less motion from 

the face, so the values are small. 

 
3. 2 Edge orientation histogram 

MHH is further analyzed by the Edge Orientation Histogram 

(EOH) operator. The EOH is a simple, efficient and powerful operator 

that captures the texture information of an image. It has been widely 

used in a variety of vision applications such as hand gesture 

recognition [23] and object tracking [24]. 

 

Fig. 4 The dynamics of facial expression videos in M=5 different 

scales. The first row from a video sample with emotion 

“Anger” and the followings are from the emotions of “Fear”, 

“Joy”, “Relief” and “Sadness” in the GEMEP_FERA dataset. 

 

Fig. 5 shows how EOH feature is extracted. Firstly, the edge 

image is captured using Sobel edge detection algorithm from each 

MHH image. Secondly, the angle and intensity of the gradient 

function on each pixel is calculated and arranged into a polar 

coordinate system. Finally, the histogram from each block is 

normalized and concatenated into a feature vector. If the whole image 

is divided into 4x4 blocks and each polar coordinate system has 24 

bins, the feature vector will have 384 components. M MHH images 

are done separately and then concatenated into one vector. If M=5, 

the feature vector will have 5x384=1920 components as shown in Fig. 

6. 

 

Fig. 5 EOH feature extraction process 

 

Fig. 6 The MHH_EOH feature is used for prediction. 384 components 

are generated from each MHH image and totally 1920 

components are obtained for one video. 

 

 

4. Expression prediction 
 

There are two main types of prediction methods. If we ask for the 

categorization into discrete categories, it is a classification problem. 

The system produces the category to which the input video belongs. 

While, it is asked to predict an indicator on how much the emotion is, 

the predicted value is a real-value indicator. In this case, it is a 

regression problem. For classification process on videos, there are 

two evaluation protocols. One is to classify every frame and then use 

a majority voting scheme to choose the label to assign to the video. 

Another way is to treat a video as a whole and use a uniform feature 

for classification. We use the latter in this paper. 

 

4.1 Discrete emotion categorization 
For the case of discrete emotions, the prediction task is to identify 

which emotion the video shows. This is a typical multiclass 

classification problem. There exist many classification methods that 

can be used. Here, we introduce two most popular methods: k Nearest 

Neighbor (k-NN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). 

 

4.1.1 k-NN classifier 
k-NN [25] is a lazy learning method for classifying objects based 

on the closest training examples in the feature space. Given a sample 

x, its predicted label )(ˆ xy  can be decided by the majority of the 

class labels (j =1, 2, …, J) in its k neighbors ),2,1()( NxN   

within the N training sample set. i.e. 
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where AI  is an index function where it is “1” if “A” is true. 

Otherwise it is “0”. 

 

4.1.2 SVM classifier 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [26] is a very popular and 

powerful classifier and has achieved excellent performance for 

pattern recognition task in many applications. SVM classifier 

constructs a hyper-plane in a high- or infinite-dimensional space to 
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separate samples from two categories. A good separation is achieved 

by the hyper-plane that has the largest distance to the nearest training 

data point of any class (so-called functional margin), since in general 

the larger the margin the lower the generalization error of the 

classifier. The model produced by support vector classification 

depends only on a subset of the training data (support vectors), 

because the cost function for building the model does not care about 

training points that lie beyond the margin. 

Since SVM is a binary classifier, it can only classify two classes. 

For multiple class cases, a winner-take-all approach can be used for 

the multi-class classification, i.e. deciding the winner between the 

multiple emotions. Multi-class SVMs are usually implemented by 

combining several two-class SVMs. In each binary SVM, only one 

class is labelled as “1” and the others labelled as “-1”. The one-

versus-all method uses a winner-takes-all strategy. If there are J 

classes, SVM will construct J binary classifiers by learning. During 

the testing process, each classifier will get a confidence coefficient 

and the class with maximum confidence coefficient will be assigned 

to this sample. 

 

Fig. 7 Support Vector Machine (SVM) is to find the best hyper-plane 

to separate the samples from two classes. 

 

4.2 Regression methods 
In some case, the emotion is not a discrete one. It is a level of the 

emotional state such as depression. The task is the prediction of the 

emotional level instead of categorization. In this case, regression 

methods are needed.  

 

4.2.1 k-NN regression 
KNN can also be used as a regression method. Instead of predict 

the closest label, here, it produce a closest indicator. The equation will 

be as the following. 
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It averages the values of all its k neighbors ),2,1()( NxN   

within the training samples. 

 

4.2.2 SVR regression 
Similarly, SVM can also be used to solve a regression problem 

that is called Support Vector Regression (SVR). The SVR Algorithm 

[27] is very similar to SVM, however it treats a regression problem 

because the labels are not discrete numbers, but real values. The 

model produced by SVR depends only on a subset of the training data, 

because the cost function for building the model ignores any training 

data close to the model prediction. 

 

Fig. 8 Support Vector Regression. 

 

4.2.3 PLS regression 
The Partial Least Squares (PLS) regression [28] is a statistical 

algorithm that bears some relation to principal components regression. 

Instead of finding hyper-planes of minimum variance between the 

response and independent variables, it builds a linear regression mod-

el by projecting the response and independent variables to another 

common space. Since both the response and independent variables 

are projected to a new space, the approaches in the PLS family are 

known as bilinear factor models. 

More specifically, PLS tries to seek fundamental relations 

between two matrices (response and independent variables), i.e. a 

latent variable way to model the covariance structures in these two 

spaces. A PLS model aims to search the multidimensional direction in 

the independent variable space that explains the maximum 

multidimensional variance direction in the response variable space. 

PLS regression is particularly suited when the matrix of predictors 

has more variables than observations, and when there is multi-

collinearity among independent variable values. By contrast, standard 

regression will fail in these cases. 

 

 

5. Experimental evaluation 
 

5.1 Discrete emotion prediction 
The GEMEP-FERA dataset consists of recordings of 10 actors 

displaying five types of emotional expressions (anger, fear, joy, relief 

and sadness) while uttering a meaningless phrase or the word ’Aaah’. 

There are seven subjects in the training data, and six subjects in the 

test set, three of which are not present in the training set (person 

independent partition). The other three are person-specific data. There 

are totally 155 video clips in the training set and 134 video clips in the 

testing set. 

It is a typical 5-class classification problem and 5-folds cross-

validation method was used for the experiments on the training set 

only. MHH_EOH features were input to k-NN (k=5) classifier and 
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linear SVM classifier with winner-take-all approach were used for the 

classification. The experimental results were shown in Table 1 based 

on the same accuracy measurement F1-score used [17]. 

From Table 1, it can be seen that both kNN and SVM achieved 

good results although no optimization was done on the parameters. 

The SVM classifier achieved almost 60% of F1-score that is a good 

performance compared to the baseline results based on features with 

high computational cost. The confusion matrix of SVM classification 

is listed on the Table 2. 

 
Table 1 F1-score accuracy on the GREMP dataset in comparison with 

the baseline results [17]. 

Emotion Baseline kNN SVM 

Anger 0.89 0.49 0.58 

Fear 0.20 0.51 0.59 

Joy 0.71 0.52 0.62 

Relief 0.46 0.54 0.52 

Sadness 0.52 0.68 0.65 

Average 0.56 0.55 0.59 
 

 
Table 2 Confusion matrix of SVM method on the GREMP dataset. 

 

 Anger Fear Joy Relief Sadness 

Anger 15 3 1 1 2 

Fear 6 15 1 0 1 

Joy 9 4 28 9 0 

Relief 1 1 1 16 8 

Sadness 1 7 0 5 20 

 

5. 2 Depression level prediction 
The second dataset is the AVEC2013 challenge dataset [18]. The 

proposed approach is evaluated on the Audio/Visual Emotion 

Challenge (AVEC) 2013 dataset, a subset of the audio-visual 

depressive language corpus (AViD-Corpus). The dataset contains 340 

video clips from 292 subjects performing a Human-Computer 

Interaction task while being recorded by a webcam and a microphone 

in a number of quiet settings. There is only one person in each clip 

and some subjects feature in more than one clip. All the participants 

are recorded between one and four times, with an interval of two 

weeks. 5 subjects appear in 4 recordings, 93 in 3, 66 in 2, and 128 in 

only one session. The length of these clips is between 20 minutes and 

50 minutes with the average of 25 minutes, and the total duration of 

all clips lasts 240 hours. The mean age of subjects is 31.5 years, with 

a standard deviation of 12.3 years and a range of 18 to 63 years. In the 

AVEC2013 dataset, the first 50 samples are for training; another 50 

for developing; and the left 50 for test. 

 

Fig. 9 Some examples of the AVEC2013 dataset. 

In this dataset, depression level was given for each video ranging 

from 0 to 63. In order to capture the facial dynamic of these videos, 

MHH was used to capture the motion. For each video, MHH 

produces 5 (M = 5) images of temporal information of each video clip. 

EOH then operates on each MHH image, leading to a 384-

dimensional feature vector, and the total MHH EOH representation 

concatenates all the 5 EOH features to make a vector of 1920 

components. The experimental results were listed in Table 3 and 

compared to AVEC2013 baseline result on video modality [18]. 

From Table 3, it can be seen that proposed system outperforms 

the baseline results on both the development dataset and testing 

dataset on the video modality. 

 
Table 3 Experimental results on the AVEC2013 dataset in comparison 

with the baselines. 

Partition Modality Methods MAE RMSE 

Development

Video SVR 7.79 9.36 

Video PLS 7.16 8.86 

Video Baseline 8.74  10.72 

Test 
Video PLS 9.14 11.19 

Video Baseline 10.88 13.61 
 

 

 

6. Conclusion and discussion 
 

In this paper, a dynamic facial expression feature was presented 

based on the combination of MHH and EOH and then a novel 

automatic emotional state detection system was proposed using this 

facial expression dynamic feature and advanced machine learning 

methods. The system can read the facial expression videos and 

automatically produce an indicator for the emotional state of the user. 

Two dataset were used for the testing. From all the experiments, it 

is clear that the proposed system achieved better performance than the 

baselines given by the organizers. For GREMP dataset, the testing 

labels are not published yet. So it is difficult to be compared with 

other methods in the FERA2011 challenge [17]. For AVEC2013, 

there exist some better results on the challenge. However, all of these 

results are based on both video and audio modalities and more 

complex algorithms on feature extraction and prediction. These 

methods are time-consuming and cannot work as quickly as proposed 

system. 

Due to its simplicity, the proposed system has the potentials to be 

integrated into the real-world applications such as smart robots, 

interactive games and smart surveillance systems. 
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